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According to marketing decision-makers, what will be the most effective 
ways to measure targeted advertising after cookies go away?¹

According to programmatic buyers, what DSPs are best for navigating the 
shift away from third-party cookies?²
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30%
of marketers say creating 
cross-device and multi-touch 
attribution models will still be 
possible at the same level 
without third-party cookies.³

60%
of US marketers say multiple 

identity solutions will be needed 
after cookies are phased out.4
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How programmatic buyers rate how 
prepared their organizations are for 
cookie deprecation.5

How ready are digital advertisers for third-party cookie deprecation?6

What are brands relying on as third-party cookies go away?9

How will cookie deprecation impact how data is used?10

Top challenges in 2021 according to digital media professionals.8
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Data co-op: A method of pooling, organizing, and sharing online
consumer data with other agencies and brands.
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83% of programmatic buyers say ad tech platforms are primarily
responsible for finding third-party cookie alternatives.7
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